
NAA - Visual style guide 



Visual Style guide for NAA

The aim of this document is to help designers and developers to create a unified, 
standardized version of visual style for the Atradius NAA - Pre Sales Application. This 
document is delivered with the understanding that it is a living document and can 
be treated as a guideline for a consistent implementation throughout all Pre Sales 
pages in present and in future.  This document however does not restrict 
designers to design new patterns and interactions as per the business scenario and 
the appropriate user experience depends on any specific situation. Regular updates 
to screens, navigation elements, site architecture throughout the document should 
be anticipated with the approval of change requests.

This document contains the following deliverables:
 - Visual Design & Layout Templates: Graphics tested for compatibility with a specific 
set of platforms ( Oracle BPM )
 - Style Guide: A document describing visual styles, layouts, colours,  typographic 
styles and behaviours for the application.
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Overview 

The project German Pre Sales Tool is based 

on requirements from the German com-

mercial unit for an application that facili-

tates more efficiently their administration 

of suspects/prospects. The Main objective 

of application is to  track, monitor the Pre 

sales activities and create sales cycles. 

The purpose of our style guide is to assist 

designers and developers by providing a 

general visual guide to work with when 

using Atradius web applications. 

With the growing size and level of detail 

in web projects, today within Atradius, a 

consistent visual style become an impor-

tant document for both small and large 

technology development. In many cases, 

development teams (often remote) rely on 

style guides to understand structure, hier-

archy and complex interface interactions. 

This visual style guide therefore 

should act as the trusty anchor that keeps

all creative design intentions correctly

Interpreted and translated.

The purpose of style guide

This document is NOT

a) A guideline for teaching usability best practice or user experience principles for the NAA 

because we believe designers are the best to decide appropriate user experience for a specific 

business scenario depends on available technology and other creative resources.

b) A guideline to unify all the Atridius application except defining the consistency of visuals,  

aesthetics and look and feel. However the Atridius corporate brand guideline can always super-

set this document in any circumstances.   

c) A guideline to define interaction patterns universally except basic page elements and 

standard components. Patterns, widgets are largely depends on what front end technology or 

frameworks have been chosen by the business for any specific application development. 

Overview
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User Scenarios
Task flows

Scenario 1- Main Goal

 - User login to application

 - User get view on Landing screen with 

suspect pipeline list

 - User can filter the suspect pipeline list 

with specific details

 - User can select only one suspect      

 - click on the arrow on specific row to view 

more content

 - double click on the row it navigate to the 

overview tab screen as well as other eight 

different tabs [Organization & Contacts, 

Financial  data, File cabinet, Actions, Task, 

Product Details, Brokers, Competitors ] 

 - User can view the details of information 

on the overview screen in different panels

 - User can also view the particular panel, 

more data in the respective tab

 - User can edit the existing data 

 - User can add new data

 - User also can back to the Landing page 

with Suspect pipeline list view

Scenario 2 – My task

 - User can view my task summary on 

Landing page with highlights

 - User get the My task’ button next to 

the login details, this is constant to entire 

application

 - User can click on any of the highlights 

and navigate to the my task page or user 

can   directly click on the my task button

 - User can get the list of task after navigate 

the my task page

 - User can do the action like; add new 

task, edit task and status, delete task

user model
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User Journey

user model
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1. Sales Manager -

 In Germany the Sales Manager performs 

the Marketing activities, Sales Managers 

are organised in regional offices and home 

offices. 

2. Sales Support - 

Some of the Sales Managers tasks can be 

delegated to Sales Support, mainly ad-

ministrative tasks like preparing the quote 

etc. but also chasing prospects who have 

received a quote in order to check the 

status or cold calls like the Central Market 

Supporter

Target user persona

3.  Central Market Supporter - 

Person that acts as telemarketing agent 

who has access to all suspect addresses 

of all Sales Managers; they call suspects 

(“cold calls”) with the aim to arrange an ap-

pointment with the Sales Manager who is 

responsible for the region of the suspect; 

the feedback must be recorded in the tool; 

after successful arrangement, the next 

step is the handover to the Sales Manager

user model
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Atradius, as a brand name, is the embodi-

ment of what we do.  “Trade” is what we 

help facilitate through our expertise in 

credit insurance, debt collection, and 

business information. “Radius” symbolises 

a global player with a “360” view of the 

global markets.

Our tag line of “Managing Risk, Enabling 

Trade” is synonymous with everything we 

do – we take on our customers’ risks, so 

that they can focus on maximising success 

in their business opportunities.  

When creating a new design system, it is 

vital to ground the work in sustainable 

principles in order to align the vision, 

decision-making, and communication that 

will follow.

As a  design standard we have ensured 

that the new design must be : 

• Adaptable

• Simple

• Reduced

• Maximized

• Scalable

• Touch-Friendly

Atradius design principles

Adaptable

Simple

Reduced

Maximized

Scalable

Touch-Friendly

   design principles
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Adaptable
An adaptable design system:

• Prioritize tasks, features, and elements based on 

consistently in available space, bandwidth, and 

rendering capability

• Fluidly display elements, components, and page 

grids based on unpredictable viewport constraints

• Maintain predictable layout arrangements, conven-

tions, and a sense of place

Simple
A simple design system:

• Remove UI clutter to focus on the most criti-

cal content

• Progressively reveal and organize features

• Focus interactions on objects themselves, 

making content 

• Enable repetitive tasks to be simplified via 

automation.

Maximized
A design system that maximizes:

• Increase space displaying main content by 

limiting persistent “chrome”

• Reduce navigation bar persistence and 

hierarchy as you drill deeper.

• Enable user control of the availability and 

size of panels and menus.

Reduced
A design system that reduces:

• Consolidate discrete UI Shell elements into fewer, effective 

control sets - Example top menu and widgets 

• Reveal actions based on context of working on one or multiple 

items. Ex. Action panels change based on context.

   design principles
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Scalable
A design system that scales:

• Rely on scrollable displays of content, options, and 

navigation. ( Dynamic loading of long content)

• Not reveal so many hierarchical levels between the 

homepage and the current content of interest.

• Incorporate UI patterns for prioritizing, grouping, 

and revealing more

Touch-Friendly
A design system suitable for touch:

• Elements should be spaced to ensure that the inter-

face is easy to use using touch

• Separate targets enough to alleviate the need to zoom 

to confidently tap

• Investigate opportunities for incorporating basic ges-

tures such as swipe, tap-and-hold, and more.

   design principles
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Colours 

The use of colour in Atradius web application design can be an essential part of how 

Atradius  brand is perceived into its application. Colour usage can either make or break 

application design. When new visitors land on application the first things they interpret 

are colours. Before they read a single character, their brain is registering colours which are 

subconsciously (or consciously) tied to emotions, states of mind, or [preconceived ideas]. 

If you do a poor job at putting together the colours in your design, it can be detrimental to 

the growth of your brand.

The brand Atradius using three colours in their design. Therefore any Atradius application 

must have one primary colours and two accent colours. It’s best to use a maximum of three 

colours. One primary colours and two secondary colours should be the basis for your colour 

palette. 

When should I use the primary colours?

These colours should be the dominant colours on communications to highly affiliated ele-

ments such as headline, body text, background, tabular data, pointer arrow etc. 

Text and shade

Base texture

Heading

Error

R:214 G:70 B:71
#d64647

R:84 G:84 B:84
#545454

R:139 G:0 B:0
# 8b0000

Colour  palette

colours
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Primary colour palette

Any colours other than Wine red (#d64647)

This primary colour palette are acceptable 

for use as backgrounds, subheads, or other 

design elements. 

Wine red and its shade : 

It’s eye-catching, exciting, and demands 

attention.  It is perfect for calls to action, 

or anywhere you want to draw people’s 

attention. 

Be careful though, because overuse of this 

colour can cause a negative emotional 

response.

Primary color
R:214 G:70 B:71
#d64647

R:174 G:53 B:50
#ae3532

R:214 G:70 B:71
#d64647

R:237 G:96 B:98
#ed6062

Gradient 

Do Don’t

Use these colours or gradient shade in

1. Page title and header 

2. Sub-header

3. Primary call to actions such as button

4. Line separator

5. Title bar with gradient

Do not use 

1. Inconsistent   colour or gradient 

2. Over use

3. As a button text, form label etc. 

4. Error text.

Colours

colours
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Secondary colour palette

Grey - (Dark )

The colour of elegance, power, and author-

ity; boldly stated and seemingly unshake-

able. If you’re trying to communicate 

strength be sure to incorporate this into 

your design.

Light Grey :

A solid, timeless colour that communicates 

strength, sturdiness, and longevity. Likely 

because things that are grey have these 

same attributes: steel, concrete, stone. 

Therefore we have chosen Light grey as 

background, or base color to intensify  the 

robustness of application. 

Dark Grey
R:84 G:84 B:84
#545454

R:43 G:42 B:42
#2b2a2a

R:122 G:122 B:122
#7a7a7a

R:193 G:194 B:194
#c1c1c2

Gradient 

Do Don’t

Use these colours or gradient shade in

1. Body text

2. Use darkest shade for secondary text 

heading, data grid title etc

3. Form label

4. Input text colour

Do not use 

1. Page or area background

2. Background colour of UI component, 

such as primary call to action - button, 

drop-down etc

3. Mouse hover colour 

colours
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Secondary colour palette

Various examples are shown to demon-

strate typical scenarios of using the shades 

of dark grey and the shades of light grey.  

The designers and the developers should 

maintain the same colour hierarchy for 

any new page design within NAA Pre sales 

application. 

Both the shades of grey has been also 

tested under major colour blindness and 

they remain unchanged for any sort of 

colour blindness. 

Light Grey
R:221 G:221 B:221
#dddddd

R:229 G:229 B:229
#e5e5e5

R:240 G:240 B:240
#f0f0f0

R:247 G:247 B:247
#f7f7f7

Gradient 

Do Don’t

Use these colours or gradient shade in

1. Mouse over or highlight colour

2. Drop shadow, border gradient etc

3. Input box in-line label, disabled text 

4. Call to action background such as 

button

Do not use as

1. Text colour

colours
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TypographyTypography is one of the most recognizable elements of an identity and helps 

portray the personality of an organization. The typefaces shown here are examples 

of members in the chosen font families. 

You should use the Droid Sans font family for all typography. This font was chosen 

as a modern font that supports Unicode and is open source and unconstrained by 

proprietary licences.

Beautiful Droid Sans Family

Droid Sans Bold Droid Sans Light

typography
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Usage

Droid Sans, regular, 30pt
Colour: # 333333, Inner shadow: # ffffff

Page title :
Droid Sans, regular, 20pt
Colour: #d64647
shadow: 1px, white

Grid sub head
Droid Sans, regular, 13pt
Colour: #545454, #d64647 (grey)

Application Name 
(within dark background)

30pt

20pt 13pt

16pt

Widget title 
Droid Sans, regular, 16pt
Colour: #d64647

Based on 100% browser’s zoom. Zooming of font based on browser’s zoom is however 
not restricted. It should depends on the UI framework, technology and the layout.

typography
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Usage

Droid Sans, regular,13pt
Colour: # ffffff

Tab Label: 
Droid Sans, regular, 13pt
Colour: #545454

Normal text : (Use in Grid, form, plain 
text)
Droid Sans, regular, 13pt
Colour: #545454

Label on call to action

Detail description, mini text, footer etc
Droid Sans, regular, 12pt
Colour: #7a7a7a

13pt

13pt

13pt

12pt

Form elements
Droid Sans, regular, 13pt
Colour: #545454

13pt

typography
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Screen resolution

The pages of the NAA German Pre Sales 

application is designed for an optimal view 

at 1440 X 900 resolution. This means that 

the pages are designed to look and work 

best at the commonly used screen moni-

tor resolution for the users of 1440 X 900 or 

higher. However the pages will display and 

work for minimum 1280 X 768 and beyond.  

This guideline does not restrict any other 

NAA application to maintain the same base 

resolution. We rather recommend to use 

a liquid layout depends on higher screen 

resolution. 

The criteria used for optimizing page lay-

out : 

Initial visibility: 

Is all key information visible above the fold 

so users can see it without scrolling? This is 

a trade-off between how many items are

shown vs. how much detail is displayed for 

each item.

Readability: 

How easy is it to read the text in various col-

umns given their allocated width?

Aesthetics: 

How good does the page looks when the 

elements are at the proper size and loca-

tion for this screen size? Do all the elements 

line up correctly?

Page Content Width:

In order for the page to work best at 1440 

x 900 resolution then the page body con-

tent has been set to 1280 pixels so that 

the browser chrome and content can be 

accommodated when the browser is maxi-

mized.

Flexible Layout: 

But to ensure that the page works for any 

resolution, the content tables for the pages 

reside in a flexible layout. If at any point, a 

higher resolution is preferred for the appli-

cation and the page body content window 

size is increased from 1440 pixels, then the 

content appropriately stretches without re-

quiring any changes to the page code. 

Adopting a flexible design approach for 

the content ensures a versatile display 

across resolutions.

layout and flow
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Page flow & Navigation
Based on the principles described in the Design principles section, NAA Pre Sales tool has 

been constructed of three basic layout patterns. Designers should try to avoid creating 

additional layout patterns. The typical flow between each layout patterns has described 

using blue and green arrows.  

The fundamental structure of all the layout patterns are of four typical parts: 

1. Header and global nav, 

2. Filter control, 

3. Tabular data view and 

4. additional information. 

The layout is distributed from top to bottom taking 100% of screen space. This layout  has 

no vertical division. (No browser’s  scroll permitted beyond minimum resolution)

Application name & global nav

Page title & filter

Grid view information

Other major sub task

Layout  1: Landing page

Layout 2: Widget view

layout 3 : Detail view

Tab view of a specific row  

(from Screen 1)

Information widgets

Detail view page

Page elements 
Zoom in Task flow  : Overview to detail journey

Zoom out Task flow  : Detail to overview journey

     layout and flow
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Type of  layouts 
Use this layout for any type of landing page within NAA Pre Sales Application such as 

a) Suspect overview

b) My task

Landing page layout (Layout 1)

This layout has following page elements 

a) Global application title bar - Consistent across the application  

(Hight not more than 10% of the screen from top)

b) Page title - This section is also stationary but may change depends on number sequen-

tial flow. 

(Hight not more than 5% of the screen from top )

c) Filter control : This is a expand/collapse section This section may overridden with ap-

propriate filter control depends on pages. Ex. in the My task page this section may used 

for showing Task summary filter. 

d) Data grid : Displaying list of data. The data grid can further be manipulated depends 

on data such as adding lazy loading or pagination, expanding row to show more infor-

mation etc

e) Additional information : This section is optional but we recommend to use this section 

to display exceptionally important information in shortest eye scanning time. 

a
b

c

d

e

     layout and flow

Do Don’t

Do use this layout as a opening or startup 

screen of NAA Pre Sales Application where 

there is a  list of information to be dis-

played in data-table and each atomic row 

leads to subsequent number of sequential 

steps. 

Do not use this layout where the task starts 

and ends within one single page such as 

‘My Account page’ 
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a
b

c

d

e

NAA Pre Sales 

Landing Page

     layout and flow
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a
b

c

d

Use this layout for second level of detail page where a specific entity may have several 

independent information block need to see them  together .  

Use  this layout to show  

a) a specific channel

Various sections of this layout are 

a) Global header - unchanged

b) A specific suspect title ( this is to indicate the room where we are looking into a specific 

suspect with various channel )

c) tabs to cue various channels

d) Widgets - each widgets represents different channels 

Specific channel overview page layout - (Layout 2)

     layout and flow
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a

bc

d

NAA Pre Sales 

Channel Overview 

page

     layout and flow
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a
b

c

d

Use this layout as a third and final level of information display.  This display layout has 

been designed to show detail set of information that can come together for a specific 

entity. 

This layout may have several sections depends on information. Such as textual block, 

graphs and chart block, rich interactive elements etc.

This layout should appear along with a close button at its top right corner to exit or close 

the view. 

Detail view - Page layout - layout 3

Do Don’t

Show this view when you need to show all 

information in one single space. 

Always expand and maximize. 

Open this layout as a lightbox or modal 

window. 

     layout and flow
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NAA Pre Sales 

Details view

     layout and flow
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Page ElementsLOGO 

Background 

Global header 

Global Footer

Icons

This section provides guideline for standard elements used throughout the application. 

Following are the standard page elements used in Pre Sales application. Each elements 

has different characteristics and hence different properties.

NAA Pre Sales pages has been constructed by the set of page elements distributed under 

following categories:

Stationary Elements: The stationary elements have fixed sizes and no impact on func-

tional change. They remain the same throughout the application. 

Dynamic elements : Dynamic elements are the interaction patterns used within NAA Pre 

Sales generated by the native technology. Since the  values are data driven we defined as 

dynamic elements. 

Form Elements: Form elements are the standard html forms components over ridden 

with NAA Pre Sales theme. 

This document does not redefine the behaviour of the elements and interaction, neither 

restricts nor desist to use any other patterns provided by the native tool. A designer can 

use any appropriate elements proven as best usable interpretation of a specific business 

case however any new elements must follow similar look and feel to maintain the visual 

consistency through out the application.  

1. Stationary Elements 2. Dynamic Elements
Tab

Data Grid

Page title 

Information Widgets 

Alerts, warning, success box

Pop over

Scrollbar

Expandable drawer 

Grid expanded view

dialogue box (Modal and non Modal)

Contextual Drop down

Charts and graphs 

images 

3. Input Elements
Command buttons

Button set

Radio

Combo box

Hyper link

Input text box and text area

Checkbox

page elements 
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1. a  Logo

The Atradius logo is supplied as a PNG graphic and uses

the following RGB colours  and this placed with the specific background :

Atradius logo size:

Height 62 Pixels

Width 205 Pixels

Resolution 72 DPI

Logo placed on top of the background image 

Header separator border bottom: 

1pt solid # ffffff 

Header background

BG colour: # d64647

bottom border: 1pt solid # 993333

Gradient background 

Top : # ff6666

Center : # cc6666

Bottom : # cc3333

Application name placed after logo 

with 10pt gap, 

Font: Droid Sans, regular, 30pt

Colour: # 333333, 

Shadow: # ffffff

Login user details placed in right 

side of screen with 20pt margin.

Size : 13pt

Separator line : 1pt solid # 000 

1. b  Background

Base texture Emphasized texture

Used as global background Use with gradient when showing 
any snapshot information block 
mostly at the bottom of the page.

1. c  Header

page elements 
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1. d  Global footer

TBD Behaviour:

On clicking a tab will load its tab overview widget area and its associated tab 

content area.

There is always a selected tab. By default, the first tab is selected. However, 

there should be a way to automatically select any tab.

Tabs vary in size according to the length of the tab label. Tabs should not show 

truncated text.

Active tab 

Body colour: # ffffff

Top : # 999999 

Bottom : # ffffff

Border: 2px solid # cccccc

Shape: right 2px rounded corner

Font: Droid Sans 14pt 

Colour: # d64647

Inactive tab

Colour: # d64647

Top : # ffffff

Bottom : # cccccc

1. e  Icons

2. a  Tabs

The icons have been supplied separately as a part of deliverables. The max size 

of an icon is 24x24  which should be used within a pop over modal alert.  All 

other icons are of 12x12 except the arrow icons are of 8x8. However designers 

can decide larger icons depends on supported screen resolutions.  

page elements 
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Supported Functionality: 

- Column header with column names

- Set of rows and columns

- Sorting of columns

- Rows with variable height

- Expandable rows

- Highlight rows

Data table background

Body colour: # ffffff

bottom border: 1px solid # cccccc

Shape: 2pt rounded corner 

Column header

Font: Droid Sans 14pt 

Left padding: 10pt

Colour: # 333333

Top : # ffffff

Bottom : # cccccc

Column separator colour: #cccccc

Row data

Row background colour: #ffffff / cccccc 

Text Size: 13pt

Colour: #666666

Additional information in expanded row

Font: Droid Sans 13pt 

Colour: # 666666

For all red text use #d64647

Scroll bar

Shape: 2pt rounded corner rectan-

gular bar

Border - Colour: #cccccc

Scrollbar track background

2. b  Data grid

page elements 
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Behaviour:

Dynamic text. 

Will change based on current page. 

No hyper-linked

Font: Droid Sans, regular, 20pt
Colour: #d64647
Shadow: 1px, white

Body colour: # ffffff

Border: 1px solid # cccccc

Shape: 2px rounded corner 

Font: Droid Sans 14pt 

Margin: 20pt

Text heading: 13pt # ff3333

Body text: Colour : # cc3333

Text

Label name: right aligned, font: Droid 

Sans, 13pt, # 333333

Text field border gradient:

Top : # cccccc

Bottom : # cc9999

font: Droid Sans, 13pt, # 669999

Inactive default text in field colour: # 

669999 (opacity: 33%)

Verification - Label –Data

For all red text use #d64647

2. c Page title 2. d Snapshot 2. e  Information Widgets

page elements 
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Use as:

A popup widgets based on message it use specific icon for alert, warning 

and success message. Icon placed before the text. Specific image Icons 

defined in icon section. Use this on external system failure. 

Scroll bar

Shape: 2pt rounded corner 

rectangular bar

Body color: # ffffff

Border - Colour: #cccccc

Shadow - colour: #ffffff

2. f Alert/ Warning, Success Box 2. g  Scrollbar 

Body color: # ffffff

Border: 1px solid # cccccc

Shape: 2px rounded corner 

Title bar colour : # 8b0000 

Title bar top and bottom padding: 

2pt, fornt 14pt white. 

Inside widget:

Font: Droid Sans 14pt 

Title text colour #d64647

Left margin: 20pt

Body elements - 

Margin: 20pt

Text heading: 13pt # ff3333

Body text: Color : # cc3333

Image icon place left side of text, Like; 

Alert / warning

Button place in center with padding-

bottom 20pt and padding-top 10pt

2. h  Expandable Drawer2. h  Expandable Drawer

Click to Expand

Click to collapse

Expandable drawer is a interaction pattern used to support controls that visu-

ally expand to display more content and collapse to hide less content.

In this application we have used a tabbed drawer followed by a label and a 

directional arrow icon on right. The text label should not have any hover state 

but on click smooth animation to expand or collapse the drawer.  Change the 

arrow direction to show next available toggle state. 

page elements 
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A contextual drop down is a 

floating drop down menu. 

Designers can use next to 

user login in case if requires 

to show some additional user 

controls.

2. i Expanded grid view

2. j Contextual drop down

2. k   Guidelines for using Charts and graphs

We do not have any specific restriction of putting charts and graphs except few 

basic principles of data visualization. Basic Principles for developing effective 

data visualization [Norman 1993, Card, 1999] can be followed as below:

Appropriateness Principle : The visual representation should provide neither 

more or less information than that  needed.

Naturalness Principle : Experiential cognition is most effective when the 

properties of the visual representation  most closely match the information 

being represented. Purely artificial visual metaphor  can actually hinder under-

standing. 

Matching Principle : Effective visual representation should present affor-

dance suggestive of the appropriate action.

 

Make sure your charts components are friendly to all devices and display such 

as tablet and browsers. 

On Pie graph : Show when percent of total for each category requires.

Avoid using Pie When the total is unknown or unspecified Best for 3 to 7 cat-

egories. Use only with discrete data.

Use compound bar graphs when compare two or three data sets at the same 

time. 

Expandable grid view is the same as expandable drawer but present inside 

data grid.  The view allows user to see additional information related to a spe-

cific data field without opening any modal widget.  

Interaction:

Expand/Collapse on click of the row. 

Indicate with a appropriate arrow icon when expanded or collapsed.

While expanded : Row highlight colour #f0f0f0 (Both hover and expanded 

state)

page elements 
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Images are important part of the application. However if they are not 

properly optimized then can become a burden and end up with utilizing 

unpredictable large amount of bandwidths on daily basis. Here are some 

best practices to optimize the images:

Optimize PNG Images to Gif or JPEG. Use web tool or Adobe photoshop to 

optimize images.

Do not scale image. Always practice inserting the width and height for each 

images. Also don’t scale down an image just because you need a smaller 

version on the web. For example: Do not force scale a 200×200 px image to 

50×50 px for your website by altering the width and height. Get a 50×50 px 

instead.

Modal Window : 

When a window is modal it remains active and focused until the user has 

finished with it and dismisses it.  While it is active no other windows of the 

same application can be activated.  A modal window is therefore normally 

a child window.  The user needs to interact with it before control can be 

returned to the parent application. In effect the parent application is locked 

and nothing proceeds until the modal window is closed. 

During a specific task or flow, if an external web page appears and the ele-

ments within that external window (such as data fields of  a sequential form 

or  signing an acceptable legal terms and condition etc ) acts as a part of  

original sequence  of  the current flow, always use a modal dialog box prefer-

ably a lightbox. 

Non-Modal Window:

A non-modal window is the opposite of modal window. While it is active you 

can still activate other windows. The user can switch between windows of 

the same application. The window being active does not prevent the rest of 

the application from continuing.

If a link pointed  to an external site or webpage always open as non - modal 

preferably a new tab  or window.

2. l   Use of images 2. m  Using Modal and Non-Modal window 

Don’t
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Form

Body colour: # ffffff

Border: 1pt solid # cccccc

Shape: 2pt rounded corner 

Title text colour #d64647, 13pt

Form elements:

Label: right aligned, font: Droid Sans, 13pt, # 333333

Text field border gradient:

Top : # cccccc

Bottom : # cc9999

Font: Droid Sans, 13pt, # 669999

Inactive default text in field colour: # 669999 (opacity: 33%)

3. Input elements 

Primary call to action

Button background

colour: # 545454

Border: 1px solid # cccccc

Shape: 2px rounded corner 

Gradient 

Top : # ff6666

Centre : # cc6666

Bottom : # cc3333

Font: Droid Sans 13pt 

Colour: # ffffff

Secondary Call to action:

Button background

colour: # ffffff

Border: 1px solid # cccccc

Shape: 2px rounded corner

Gradient 

Top : # ffffff

Bottom : # cccccc

Font: Droid Sans 13pt 

Colour: # 333333

Behaviour:

Users click a command button to initiate an immediate action.

When there is a group of buttons, one button is usually defined as the default. 

The default button is differentiated by its bold font style and its action can be 

invoked either by clicking the button or by pressing the Enter key.

Users can switch the focus from the default button to any other command but-

ton in the view by using the Tab or the left and right arrow keys.

3. a Command buttons
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Behaviour:

When there is a group of buttons, one button is usually defined as the default. 

The default button is differentiated by its bold font style and its action can be 

invoked either by clicking the button or by pressing the Enter key.

Users can switch the focus from the default button to any other command but-

ton in the view by using the Tab or the left and right arrow keys.

If a choice is conditionally unavailable for selection, the radio 

button is dimmed, and cannot be selected.

Only one radio button in a group can be selected at a time.

Each group should have a default selection.

If a choice is conditionally unavailable for selection, the but-

ton is dimmed and cannot be selected.

3. b Button set

3. c Radio set

Interaction Behaviour

A drop-down list consists of a text box and a down arrow in its closed state.

The text box shows a single option - either a default value or the last selected value.

Clicking the down arrow opens a drop-down list of predefined values.

Clicking a value in the list selects the value and populates the text box with that 

value.

As soon as a value is selected, the list closes and the drop-down list returns to its 

closed state.

With editable drop-down lists, typing text in the text box results in two possible 

behaviours:

Scrolling: The list automatically scrolls to the value that is the exact or nearest 

match to the typed text. The matched text in the list is indicated by a bold font face.

Filtering: The list is filtered to show all items that match the typed text. The matched 

text in the list is indicated by a bold font face. This option is useful for very long lists 

of values. Its disadvantage is that it requires the user to clear the text box to return 

to the full list.

3. d Combo box

Border colour: #cccccc

Tick and radio-On colour: #669999

Radio disabled : #eeeeee
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3. e Hyperlink

3. f Input text box and text area

3. g Checkbox

If a choice is conditionally unavailable for selection, the checkbox is dimmed, 

and cannot be selected.

Border colour: #cccccc

Tick and checked colour: #669999

Checkbox disabled : #eeeeee

 Links allow users to click their way from page to page. 

Active link :-  text-colour: #ff3333 size:13pt 

Visited link :- text-colour: #666666 

Hover link :- text-colour: #666666, text-decoration: underline 

The input text box specifies an input field where the user can enter data.

An input field can vary in many ways, depending on the type attribute such as 

input text area is a multi-line input text box.

Enable auto re-size for all text 

area inputs but not the single 

line input box.

Use with a grey hint text inside 

text box. On focus clear it.

Trim the text at a certain 

length while typing 

inside a text box.

Do Don’t

page elements 
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Error handling

Error Handling - Standard colours & Icons
Colour used for 

Modal band

Colour used  

for Error Title

A Combination of icons, colours, appropriate text concerning nature of mes-

sage and placement of the error/confirmation message define and guide the 

usage of error, confirmation and form validation messages.

Icon used 

Used for system failures 

Used for all other errors 

All error message titles should use #d64647 for both icons as well as text 

treatment. There are two icons that are used for error handling – one to notate 

system errors and one for all other non-system error related messages.

# 8b0000 # d64647

Message placement

All errors are placed within the context of the section which calls for the er-

ror. Error messages are displayed on top of the section that calls the error as 

separate line/lines.

 Showing internal system failure error messages 

When there is a communication failure at back-end systems usually as a result 

of the web services being down or a database access failure, then a system fail-

ure error message will be displayed. System failures are indicated by a distinct 

icon as defined before section. In addition to the text which indicates that there 

is a system failure. For external system failure use pop over. 
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Client side form field error :

If user encounters an error while entering a form, The corresponding field error 

is highlighted next to that field, displays  appropriate error text using  colour 

#d64647.

Server side error display: If any error generates  on saving the form data or any 

server side error display error text on top of the form as a line / lines of #d64647 

colour with appropriate error icons as defined in previous pages. 

 Data validation – Form Entry  Confirmation Messages – Colours & Icons

Confirmation messages should use the green #33cc33  text color for the icon 

and all confirmation messages in the application. The placement of the con-

firm message should be close to the context of relevant data field or block.

Colour used Icon used 

#33cc33

As an example - If the form data has successfully saved to the server it will 

show the confirmation message on top of the form. 

  error handling
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Designing accessible content requires authors, designers, and developers to 

pay attention to the user experience. Since many content producers are not 

familiar with the capabilities of screen readers and other assisting technologies, 

these best practices give several desirable techniques for using this application. 

If an image contains text, use that text for the alternate text.

If an image is merely decorative, leave the alternate text blank.

If the image is complex, like a graph, provide a full description of the image in 

the text of the page, or use the longdesc attribute.
Do not use - Click here to read more. instead 

Give them better link text - wrap your link around “Read more about broker’s 

profile,” or even just “Broker’s profile.” 

One of the biggest problems your visually impaired visitors or mobile visitors 

might find themselves dealing with is a long, tedious navigation system they 

need to scroll through or listen to in order to get what they want - your content. 

An easy way to save them this trouble is to provide, at the top of your code, a 

set of skip links. They’ll look like this: <a href=”#content”>Skip Navigation</a>

Focus provides the look for a link when a user has navigated to it using the 

keyboard. Letting users who are unable to use a mouse know where they are is 

a critical element for accessibility. (A word to the wise - although :active is tech-

nically a different state, Internet Explorer 6 uses :active to apply styling instead 

of :focus, so you should always set both.) Setting the :visited pseudo-class will 

give your users information about where they’ve been - always a useful piece 

of information.

Basic accessibility guideline

Add alt attributes

Add skip links

Provide focus for keyboard navigation of links

Use meaningful text for your links
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Colours

Atradius under Protanopia - blindness to red 

The most common types of colour blindness are protanopia (blindness to red) 

and deuteranopia (blindness to green). About one-third of colour blind people 

are completely blind to red or green; most of the remainder have milder forms 

of colour blindness.

In the figure below, the colour wheel labelled A is the original image. The colour 

wheel labelled B is a proof of how an individual with protanopia sees the origi-

nal. The colour wheel labelled C indicates a colour combination that is perceiv-

able to the greatest number of individuals.

Colour proofing best practice: 

If objects are difficult to distinguish in colour blind proofs, adjust the design by 

doing any of the following:

A. Original image. B. Colour-blind proof. C. Optimized design.

Change colour brightness or hue:

Pure red tends to appear dark and muddy; orange-red is easier to recognize.

Bluish green is less confusing than yellowish green.

Gray may be confused with magenta, pale pink, pale green, or emerald green.

Avoid the following combinations whenever possible: red and green; yellow 

and bright green; light blue and pink; dark blue and violet.

Apply different patterns or shapes.

Add large white, black, or dark-coloured borders on colour boundaries.

Use different font families or styles.
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Atradius under Protanopia - blindness to red Atridius under deuteranopia (blindness to green)

accessibility




